
I would like you to consider me...
To be your real estate agent...

So...why choose me?
Because, besides
being a great real
estate agent, I am a
Greenagent.
What does Greenrealestate mean?

Greenrealestate? promotes the sales and marketing of real estate that:
Preserves natural resources,
Protects air and water quality,
Produces less toxic pollution and waste,
Utilize readily renewable resources,
Utilizes recycled or reclaimed materials,
Promotes Energy Conservation and Energy Efficiency,
Promotes Environmental awareness,
Reduces Green House gas Emissions
Reduces annual energy costs,
Promotes good design and quality,
Reduce construction associated waste
Minimizes the use of toxic materials to reduce the emission of poisonous indoor
emissions,
Uses adaptable materials that can be reused or recycled.
Helps leave the world a better place for future generations

Besides a member of TREB.
I am a member of NAGAB

NAGAB is Canada's largest  Non Profit
association of Greerealestate Real
Estate agents. The Association is
committed to promoting ways and
means of  reducing greenhouse gas
emissions.
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I am a member of TREB,
OREA, CREA and NAGAB

I am,of course, a member of TREB, The Toronto Real Estate Board, a
member of OREA, Ontario Real Estate Board, CREA, Canadian Real
Estate Board and I am also a member of NAGAB, as well.

NAGAB is the National Association Of Green Agents and Brokers
(NAGAB) is Canada's largest  Non Profit  association of Greerealestate?
Real Estate representatives. The Association is committed to promoting
ways and means of  reducing greenhouse gas emissions, increasing
building energy efficiency, conservation, overall sustainability  and
environmental awareness. The association  offers an affordable
Greenrealestate? program for real estate representatives  leading to the
commercial and residential Accredited Greenagent? and Accredited
Greenbroker? (AGA? & AGB?) designations.

Greenrealestate®; designees provide a means by which  consumers are
able to find  real world green expertise in their real estate
representatives. As a Greenrealestate®; professional we feel we can
have a real long term positive impact on our community. This is the
reason while we got our designation that will help us make it happen!

A growing number of ?green conscious/savvy? home buyers and sellers
are emerging into the marketplace. They want energy efficient and
eco-friendly homes. As a REALTOR® it is important that we are educated
on ?green? real estate and remain on the forefront, so that we can
deliver the best possible service to our clients. With the knowledge that
we acquired  by taking the Greenrealestate program? we have
developed the skill set required to market and sell ?green? real estate.
We enjoy working with the ?green conscious/savvy? clients as well as
the ones that want to learn to become green conscious.We like to create
awareness on how important it is to conserve energy and to make
environmentally-friendly choices. We are able to make
recommendations and provide tips and advice in everyone?s home,
which our clients respect and trust. Many of our clients trust us with
their referrals to their family and friends.

I promote energy conservation and efficiency

Why wouldn't anyone want to...
Conserve energy...

The truth is that everything
single thing we do every day has
an impact on the planet, good or
bad. The good news is that as an
individual you have the power to
control most of your choices
and, therefore, the impact you
create, so you can start with your
choice for a real estate agent.

become green in their choices?
Seek environmental sustainability...

I am an advocate in spreading
the Greenrealestate?
philosophy and I am a positive
force in supporting the sales of
sustainable and energy
efficient residential homes and
communities.

Why wouldn't everyone want to...
Engage in environmental conservation...

I have incorporated
Greenrealestate? principles into
our practices, I can list and
market green properties as well
as guide buyers in purchasing
and leasing green homes that
are energy efficient and
environmentally sustainable. I
try to be up to speed with the
latest green information.

Be energy efficient...
And choose green agents to work with...

But embracing a greener lifestyle
isn't just about helping to
preserve equatorial rain forests,
it can also mean improving your
health, padding your bank
account, and, ultimately,
improving your overall quality of
life. So, why wouldn't anyone
want to green? Chose to work
with a green agent.

I try at all times to promote energy
conservation,efficiency & environmental

sustainability in the properties I sell and lease
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